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Shuttle’s SZ170R6 V2 XPC  

However, with the implementation of the Call For Fire Trainer III (CFFT III), 

America’s Army-based servicemen and women take their first practical steps 

through virtual reality training created by Nova Technologies using  

computers from Shuttle Computer Group. This system generates highly  

realistic, immersive environments that produce quality training at a fraction of 

the cost of live training.  

The United States Armed Forces rely on extensive training to make sure 

our troops are battle ready at all times. While there is a lot of truth in the 

saying that the best way to learn something is by doing it, live training 

events are expensive, arduous, and can be dangerous or even impossible 

or impractical to carry out.  

The CFFT III is a lightweight, rapidly deployable, observed-fire training system 

that provides multiple simulated battlefield environments for instructing Fire 

Support Specialists, Joint Fires Observers and Soldiers at the institutional and 

operational unit level. The system delivers simulated battlefield training to  

conduct Indirect Fires, Close Air Support, Close Combat Attack, and Naval Surface Fire Support and operates using the Joint Fires Product 

Line (JFPL) architecture, which is modular and scalable in design. 
 

These high-tech simulation solutions are distributed around the world to static and mobile classrooms, so it’s vital that the systems  

are portable, powerful, and robust. They are fielded in three primary configurations: the 1:30 (one instructor to 30 students) as  

well as 1:12 and 1:4, which are deployable. CFFT III configurations include high-fidelity classrooms, immersive visual environments,  

and helmet-mounted displays with voice communications, integrated with Shuttle’s SZ170R6 V2 XPC Cube PC computer. 

Design a computer system with fast  
processing, advanced graphics capacity, a 
robust chassis, and small enough to deploy  
to Army facilities around the world.  
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Shuttle Computer Group is the North American subsidiary  

of Shuttle Inc., a publicly traded company established in 1983. 

Shuttle specializes in small form factor PC hardware for digital 

signage, point-of-sale (POS) and interactive kiosks in the retail, 

restaurant, food service and hospitality industries as well as 

motherboards and bare bones systems.   

 

 

“We build our systems in computer racks and each has two to four 

Shuttle computers,” said David Calloway, Senior Vice President,  

Nova Technologies.  “It’s the combination of their small size,  

powerful processors, graphic card capabilities, and two LAN ports 

that makes Shuttle our go-to vendor.” 
 

Shuttle, a global leader in small form factor computers and  

first to market with the compact XPC Cube PC full function  

computer, is known for its robust products and excellent  

customer service. The company works closely with its clients  

to customize computing solutions for specific applications, sorting 

through CPU options, memory, storage, graphics cards, and a range of other features. 
 

Nova Technologies’ virtual reality educational experience relies on fast computer processing and intensive graphics  

capabilities which is why they chose the Shuttle SZ170R6 V2 XPC Cube PC. It has a unique internal design that includes extra 

room and power for state-of-the-art, oversized graphics cards, which was integral to this application. 
 

Another important feature of the Shuttle SZ170R6 V2 is its two LAN ports, which is a vital part of the Army’s deployment  

specification. Within a CFFT III training module, one port communicates with other computers within the system while a second 

port is used to communicate with other training systems, which can be located in different geographic locations. It’s the fast 

transmission of data within a system and the interoperability with other systems that helps make the experience so real. 
 

“We combine cutting-edge technology with quality engineering to create systems tailored to the Army’s specific needs,”  

added Calloway. “Shuttle is definitely up to the challenge.” 

For more Information on Shuttle Custom Solutions:  
sales@us.shuttle.com  
(626) 820-9000 
us.shuttle.com  
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